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Ms
Inquiry

Economics Committee

ACT 2600

Ms

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the "At the Crossroads"
Cost Shifting discussion paper.

The Council the Committee's recognition in
government's functions has far outstripped its financial to

all functions adequately; and this is in
regions where councils a

low

We the Commonwealth's financial commitment ($1.4B pa)
its in ensuring a healthy system of Local Government,

the constitutional rights of the

We the following views of the Australian Local
(ALGA), in its supplementary

» The Productivity Commission should conduct an full,
of the of shifting.

» The Commonwealth must correct the current
disadvantage Local Government.

• Solving the vertical fiscal imbalance problems by
Local Government should not be left to the
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We offer the following comments and on the and
contained In the Discussion

1. Is a for to
of roles

Local Government is very well to
if funding is provided. Many

where the functions could
by Councils (having institutional and

an infrastructure of of
duplication could be avoided.

2. be a

The opportunity to participate in new are
resourced) would improve the of of

and allow fixed overheads to be an
of

The 'conduct' of responsibilities (and not the of
would in resources and For we

a number of on a a
Council.

However, a 'one size fits all approach' should be in
regulatory on (i.e.

management).

3. Is a In for to
ffte of councils?

Victoria has the number of Councils 210 to 79.
reform is not as in the

viability of Councils with than two can be
- but communities of interest, and are

considerations.

We that restructuring should only occur the of
communities, and that the Commonwealth

offer incentives.
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4. Is a

Definitely, Consider the example of a Council-operated in
a rural community. The Victorian Government a subsidy of
$2,420 per child. It is State Government policy that child should

year of pre school education (but communities
Councils are left to pay). The cost of a teacher and

minimum staffing) for 10 hours per week is $28,000 per
annum (including statutory on costs). The minimum number of children
for this to break even (on salary alone) is 12. Additional

for energy, materials communications and building
add over $10,000 each year to the cost of running centre. We
are involved in four kindergartens, given our of
population.

As in rural towns decline, this is
Economic could argue the be and the
four-year-old children can travel up to 1 SOKM's (round trip)

to a larger centre.

The 'gap' in funding our HACC, kindergarten, and
is growing. Funding to not

full account of:

» Wage
» of travel due to & the of

transport
• Dispersion
« Duplicated points of service delivery
• Low population density
•

It more to do business in non-metropolitan -
communications, petrol, all and with a
component.

5. of successful
to with shifting?

known

6. the Commonwealth a
to

Promote 'understanding of and 'commitment to' the
problem. If government services and
of shifting - the delivery of Commonwealth and will
be affected, and national communications and security will be
compromised. Think about delivering Commonwealth and
programs over increasingly inadequate local roads!
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7. might be to
in income from

In common with Rural Shire Councils, we are a
effort to income
Rural are per in

However, our are
and A to

which vary from medium to low. These do not
we can

or charges.

8. a fax In of
In

No Not applicable.

9. In ffce and of

de

Financial arrangements should and be to
Funding arrangements full of;

»
» of due to & the of

transport
«
• Duplicated points of delivery
» Low population density
«

f 0. Is a for or ffte
grant?

The minimum FAGs grant should be - it is
contrary to the principles of equalization. Large metropolitan councils
with 'windfall' revenues from parking fees/fines, do not
FAG

11. Is to the and
the different for

and grants, assuming in ffre
of councils?

The current population for General Purpose
The national allocation of Local also

be on a
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12. the a of
policy a

on If
so, flow be done?

continue to FAG's In
principles,

13. Is flie for spec/fie to
revenue to -

for and

The Commonwealth could move to funding of and
community programs, and should for to

Councils be given a of GST - a tax.
A of delivery for all and

should be conducted, as be to
to additional of - i.e.

in and
to sufficient funding).

14.
to be within the

from and in fuel The
and Commonwealth Government for

funding the provision of infrastructure -
imbalance.

If beyond an and
Commonwealth programs, national security, and
community will be compromised.

f 5. ffte for

The should a of GST to
funding Government infrastructure.

10. Taking on are
the priorities for in

planning and

It is to work with the of
endeavour to a fourth 'regional* tier. Stronger units of
government can overcome 'regional' problems. Federally

(ie ACCs) are inevitably too and fail to be as
regions.
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and cannot be into
(eg timber towns).

A of local government should be the
for a fourth tier of 'regional' government.

17. On would be to
a ofROCs of
and significantly the

resource as a
of deiiwery?

The North West region of Victorian Councils already sponsors a very
regional organisation (North West Association),

which very little to operate.

18. are the in
a to the

States?

Responsibilities for human services, environmental regulation, and
resource management can be i.e. delivery in

national parks, plant and animal control, public
(subject to sufficient funding).

19. Is
and

be

No. A fundamental re-think and review of the role and of the
Australian system is necessary. This will not in the current

of poor relations between the labour' and the 'Coalition'
Commonwealth.

is required.

20. the for be
widely? If so, what would be

The 'AusLink approach' at this is largely unknown and
The 'Region' proposals in the AusLink are not

21. capacity building for be
on a If so, are the

for a national program?

Capacity building can be approached on a national but
could be administered by State Local Government Associations.
Priorities would include the adoption of for
management, and definitions of financial

of long term debt and infrastructure gap).
...7.
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A priority should be voluntary

22. of is to
an capacity effort?

the ALGA and Local Government - do not
a bureaucracy.

23. government support of
in return for an increased In tne

of Commonwealth programs?

Yes. A form of accreditation assessment, in return for an
role in the administration of Commonwealth programs, is supported.

OPTIONS

Option 1A (intergovernmental on FAGs) -

Option 1B - FAG

Option 1C- opposed. FAGs should not be part of
program grants.

Option 1D - opposed. FAGs should untied.

Option 1E - insufficient information provided In

Option 2 (include LG in Commonwealth-State and
viability, additional support, and the to

and restrictions) - supported.

Option 3 (Local Government and Planning Council) -
How would Councils, ALGA, and

be involved?

Option 4 (national study into infrastructure and funding) -
supported.

Option 5 (maintain to Recovery in the longer term) -

Option 6 regional organisations) - -
on fostering a stronger system of local government,

than another 'regional' tier of government.

Option 7 (Local Government and Planning Council) -
How would Councils, ALGA, and

be involved?

Option 8 (ensure LG is a partner in Specific Purpose Payment
agreements) - supported.
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Option 9 (funding of capacity building and - part
supported. Commonwealth and to finance -
do not FAGs, Utilise ALGA and Local Government

rather than another agency/bureaucracy.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

We would welcome the opportunity to demonstrate our in
detail.

Yours faithfully

^x_/ *•"•)y
Chief Officer


